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I Stumbled Awake
Jonathan Douglas Dowdle 

I stumbled awake
To the firing of a gun;
The sun shattered, splintered;
Falling as pieces,
Like golden snow.

This sea of being
Is crossed every day
Toward some other place;
Deep, the mythology,
Twisting the thorns into words;
Leaving the roses bloom;
Pierce my hands upon the passage;
Where I lay my soul.

The wor(l)d wants to conquer
Some holy old ghost;
I just want the living word
To brush across my skin;
As the shots are fired;
As they kill the host;
I am once more left with the feeling
We rarely share
The same wor(l)d.
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Sky and Earth
Jonathan Douglas Dowdle 

I was once small as a grain;
Once I spilled as the salt
Across your tongue;
Once, I lived among the shore,
Featureless among the featureless,
A body built
By who I stood beside,
A body kept what it was
By the presence of
Every other body.

Now, I spill across the sky, and
Know, while everything remains
The same grain, there is
An infinity within
The bounds, there are no walls,
Everything is without walls; 
Connecting to how 
One wishes to connect to it;
Your eyes spilled a secret,
I climbed into it,
Into the vast void,
The ever expanding
Depth of your own heart.

Heart beyond that heart,
Built by every trembling
Hand that touched it,
Built by how hand
Touches hand, 
By how action, leaves reaction;
By how breath, tangles
In breath. 

We live: cloth and stitch,
Woven through, and weaving;
I know never, what I leave
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Across the landscape of your heart,
I can only know
The imprints you have
Etched across
This naked face;
Through where you mark,
I enter you, through where
You have left
Traces of the sun, 
Rain, like honey,
Within the ground
Dug with your own fingers,
Pressed, with your own mouth.

These are the lines I read,
Where earth confuses itself
With sky, where grains become
Stars born
Within the landscape
That forgets itself; 
That forgets it is supposed
To have
A concrete meaning;
A single breath.

With you, I go to where
Earth becomes sky becomes earth,
There is no distance between;
The creator and the created
Become
Momentarily
One hand.
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a theory of sight
Lucas Peel

that the world is not all frosted window or pixelated screen 
  cartooning the moment into fiction.
that looking back is not a kaleidoscope of meaning or exhausted glass
  in the violent hands of a toddler,
 but a bench in the park and galaxy of strangers, 
     unfazed and continuing on nonetheless.
        and what do you see, if not what you are hoping to find 
       amongst the discord, the bent & broken bygones 
    we relish in their departure,
     only reminding ourselves of our own impermanence. 
        and there is a humanity to that, i think.
    to be both blind & beckoning the night for what it has taken from us. 
           or what we have given and not yet received.

 



Winter of Milos
Margarita Serafimova

We lived above the waves.
When the wind wanted, they entered our foundations, 
and we became feathered and cryful, 
and with eyes watchful under sleeping eyelids.
Our bodies became our homes, and our incorporeal minds - 
our gods.  
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Sound of Fluttering
Jan Price



The Wrens
Giles Goodland

Listen, season’s myrrhy rhythm thm thm.
A flight in half-light, a wren, moth-
featured, lights upon the last leaf’s flame.
Look through the lenses of its
eyes to wrench yourself inside,
beak divides world into food
and threat. Threats into
immediate and mediate. In a
split world, sift for gold or
solder through wasp-drift, observe
the bees’ tendency of blooms
the pondering fruits, off-drift
think rapidly, dust the light, jerk back there,
stitch here, among the immaterial, mere
thoughts, effusive clouds
call from them little notes of what. Name.
To shadow in a light-shaft dance, undance.
Who would think to correct a song
or find in flight something wrong.
Its only mistake is to be overseen.
Like a fit answer that returns
fly through holes to present messages.
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Notes on Girlhood: B is for Borderline 
Sarah Alcaide-Escue 

a language of thresholds   no punctuation 
but a body of striations            ingrown soft flesh    

consider each arc of you   each line length and corner of you 
the topography your feet carry and root  contoured maps sewn into heels 

a corner is where edges meet    

corners of lit windows :: corners of the mouth 

corner 

of a room or 

  the murmurs found there

pinned to the circle above the stem above the twisted string through

a cycle 

a circle  circumference of breasts     fibers of tangled yarn     & menstrual 
blood

silhouette of a city scene a city seen from 
                the body in all its movings  
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Notes on Girlhood: E is for Elemental 
Sarah Alcaide-Escue 

there   I find you: entombed in opal as beetles  
a dawn-born song suspended in a half-lit hallway        

there I find  the tulips hum pink as they demand a prophecy   
to be touched        &    pinking  I am as loud as the tulips 
also longing to be touched   by light

birds pluck fishbones from the muddy graves
I dug with bare hands I marked with sticks

out the window    field after marsh-spun field 
stretched muscles ribbon to recast memory 
thick piles of raw wool  

  yes

spinning themselves 
into the marshes 
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Suitcase
Jan Price

muffle it down from its waiting
place it on carpet out of sight
of the door-squint.  Don’t snap 
the locks turn the key true 
then thumb and fingering 
the fastenings control each spring 
slow-lifting the catches.  
Watch the mothballs don’t rumble 
them over dints like night skaters 
over cracked paths on quiet back streets
waking light sleepers.
From a brooding corner    
velvet-draw the purse recount the train 
the taxi the hotel and again the train. 
Pack only warmth for a summer 
may be an illusive season. 
Between cashmere and cotton cushion 
a mother’s framed sad eyes over tight lips;
slip into the coat lining a Moulin Rouge 
lipstick. Now 
with coat over case and hand beneath
press down  count ten  don’t breathe 
click click the locks again.  
Leave dependence in dust under the bed  
exhume laughter throw away its wreath     
and as dawn struggles under weight
of winter take hold of the handle
it will be lighter than imagined
then leave
by the front door.          
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Teaspoon Full
Jan Price

It’s been passed down
not like a WW2 sibling’s shrunken jumper
to make ends meet in this then innocent country 
but a curio of words that squeezed 
between the searchlights   under the wires 
holding its breath as if guilty
its eyes night-wide in the memorized landscape
of audible suction  of  trip-up tussocks 
and soft quiet weeds to the distant silk-mapped forest
off-casting its weighty answer into the slush     
before the slit-eyed dogs drained the air for excitement.
After escape the curio waited for a post-war diplomacy
- until weeping had been bandaged in tissue and boxed 
with faces of family never again to change expression -
then it spoke from the tongue of a guest in a pause 
of conversation when subject matter had thinned 
and coffee and chocolates had not yet been served -   
‘Someone told me 
for the life of me I can’t think who 
that a woman in one of the POW camps 
had spread her daily ration of butter all over 
her face…?’   
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Neon Graveyard 
Danielle Wirsansky 



it used to be
Sammy Moore

a home        town        a city wears all of its hearts on its sleeve
in palms       tenderly held        pressed to the soles of 5 dollar walmart 
shoes           in a collective beat

a demonstration        tradition kisses the feet of our namesake
the day everyone makes clear their position on the spectrum of lonely
love amplified

a town borne into city  per capita shifts        relic
the heart of this city has no hearts        none to show at least
leave to find them

main drags       food chains tattoo parlour        strange looks at foot traffic
upward eyes       absorbing hearts       float into line important people see
distorted anatomy

none clever     none radical        the kind of love that holds a city together
leftovers       complacent banal love stories       feigned romance
laced fingers       arthritic

sentiment wrenches into gut       remember what it meant        stood for
recovered connection       sweetness of February evening       possibilities
love songs whisper through trees

second floor of our history    in a nook on the way to somewhere else   
its memory laid       professed love torn from red envelopes       
tender messages        promises        none forlorned

displaced       sterilized      the love bled out       not a stain        rehomed
for future generations to disconnect from
into digital wasteland

hours are up      lost in blank walls       forgotten passions
tinge of wind meets thawed face          meandering west      to the old part
gravitational
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scored concrete become comfortable stone pavers           
trees sing louder familiar

shy kisses       brutalized hearts       misguided trails      
soggy       half eaten breadcrumbs

where love first learned us
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Blue Trains
Marisa L. Manuel

 The toys come to life in pairs; the media fails to notice. 
Every report focuses on the stuffed bears hugging, the ceramic dolls’ 
expressionless faces, or the building blocks’ ritzy new lodgings. But the 
children are paying attention: 12-year-old Mary Lane watches her blue, 
battery-powered train drive out the window, only to meet a red train—
that of her neighbor, Tim Wise. Mary’s 6-year-old sister, Polly, holds 
tight to her Huggy Hippo, who flings from her arms and runs downstairs, 
meeting a Cuddle Cat before escaping outside.
 The next morning, Cuddle Cat’s human, Sasha Burns, stops by. 
She already knows what has happened, but she has to confirm it. It falls 
to Polly to share the news, and Sasha sinks into her arms, believing.

 The reporters continue their coverage of the sentient toys. Huggy 
Hippo and Cuddle Cat elope. The red and blue trains don’t do labels, but 
they’re living together in a Swashbuggler’s Sea Rig. The Rig is a few inches 
tall and made of plastic, and the trains barely squeeze inside. This choice 
of housing confuses the reporters; isn’t the rig a toy as well? Shouldn’t it 
be coming to life, too?
 The children shake their heads and don’t try to explain. They 
haven’t been asked their opinion. 
 Instead, they’re asked to relive their trauma. One reporter shoves 
a microphone beneath Polly’s nose. The reporter is her own mother; the 
cameraman is her father. 
 “Can you tell our viewers what it was like to lose Huggy Hippo?” 
the reporter asks. “Did you love her? What’s it like without her?” This 
time, it’s Polly who seeks out Sasha, who cries into her shirt as the 
cameras flash.
 
 Mary starts going to Tim’s after school. Then, she starts going 
on weekends. They’re not dating, but they’re not not-dating. But they’re 
certainly some form of together. They were getting too old for toys, 
anyway, and what does it matter, coming to life in pairs? Why does 
coming to life matter at all? Trillions of flowers and insects crawl into 
existence daily, and each instance goes unnoticed. 
 These are the things they talk about—not of loss, but how to live 
without. 
 Over the next few weeks, the toys stop living together. They’re 
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still alive, only separately—the red train takes the Swashbugglers’ Sea Rig, 
leaving the blue train to live outside. Huggy Hippo moves to a tiny studio 
apartment an hour away, and Cuddle Cat settles into a nice tree near 
Sasha’s home.
 The red train stops working. It happens suddenly. Its batteries die 
and never revive. The next day, the blue train rushes headlong into a real 
train, leaving nothing but sparks and a plastic wheel. 
 
 Sasha tells Polly she’s afraid of growing older. Polly says she’s 
afraid, too. 
 Mary tells Tim she’s afraid of adulthood. Tim tells her they’ll 
never grow old.

 The camcorders are paying attention when the plushies dive 
into the lake, one by one, leaving them soggy and weighted. They don’t 
drown, but they don’t not-drown; once in the water, they sink. Passerby, 
wanting to be heroes, or perhaps recognizing their childhood playmates, 
dive in after them. Come up empty. 
 Not every plushie dives in. Huggy Hippo and Cuddle Cat have 
reconciled. They sit on the pier, holding hands, as they watch the others 
sink. The reporters question why the couples’ friends are all diving, but 
Huggy Hippo and Cuddle Cat don’t try to explain.

 Polly tells Sasha she’s afraid of drowning. She has nightmares, 
wakes up drenched.
 Mary tells Tim she’s afraid of drowning. He tells her, “Only 
children are scared.” 
 
 The not-couple is watching coverage of the exploding, blue 
train—its last-ditch efforts to know a real train—when Tim sighs. “It’s 
over.”
 “What’s over?”
 “This. Us. It’s over.”
 At first, Mary doesn’t know how to respond. How can something 
be over when it never started? 
 “What do you mean it’s over?”
 Tim shuts off the TV. The blue train vanishes. 
 Mary goes home and cries in her empty room. She wants to talk 
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to her mother, the reporter, or her father, the cameraman. But they’re 
both away, busy watching plushies dive off the pier, jumping in after, 
losing sight of them.
 Desperate, she walks into Polly’s room. She wants to talk about 
Tim. She wants to talk about her stupid blue toy and the stupid way she 
misses it, and all the other things she’s not meant to talk about. Her sister 
is half her age, which means she’s still young enough to feel what Mary 
can’t.
 Mary turns on the light. Polly bats open her eyes. Beside her, 
Sasha Burns does, too. The two girls are having a sleepover, and Mary 
thinks, isn’t that cute? Until she notices the plush bear in Polly’s arms, 
the toy hippo nestled against Sasha’s chest. 
 She turns off the light. She closes the door. Disappearing before 
the girls are truly awake.

 When the blue train rushed into the real one, Mary didn’t 
understand. The image on TV was clear, but the sentence meant nothing, 
because wasn’t the blue train just as real? Wasn’t a toy train just a 
smaller version of the electric one—and wasn’t that train’s electricity 
similar to the electric impulses that ran through people, through the 
now-living toys, through Mary’s own heart and brain and blood?
 Wasn’t the love she felt for that train—that stupid, toy train—a 
version of the love she felt for her sister, for Tim, her parents, herself? 
She remembers the hours spent together, whistling when her train pulled 
into the station, her hand grasped firmly along its middle. Back when love 
didn’t just mean one thing; back when love was something simple. The 
love of her parents, who weren’t always away. Of her sister, who had her 
hippo, and not a single fear. 
 Of her blue train, who loved her back, in the days before it was 
ever alive and able to leave her.
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Numinous
Laura Page

First for the plum to the hydrangea—then incorrigible, 
I officiate the wedding of my dog 
to the neighbor’s sweet mixed breed. 

I marry my bone density to my brain joy.
I marry novelty to that shipwreck.

When I discover I can use the internet to accrue faces, 
I accrue a whole wardrobe of faces.
I am Mary Magdalene on Tuesdays. 

I quote Wallace Stevens twice 
while sexting.

I see a classifieds ad 
for a broke-down smile generator

and demand God give me all He’s got.

He gives me a handful of bearings,
His only son’s left sandal.

call it numinous,
numinous, 

Amen.

I see faces relaxed
in a weekend grocery-buying way,

and call it numinous

The interstate becomes a lyric 
assigned by narrative,

a girl with small breasts
turns into a sea lion, 

a pastoral licking it under.

I begin a letter with
Dear algorithm,

I see a mascara drawing 
on mulberry paper,



Beautiful
Sahana Ahmed

a beautiful girl i knew told me
beauty is just epidermis
the symmetry of my face
pi-theta-cosmos-square
it does not matter
i’d love myself
even if
i were
you
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Interconnection
Carolyn Cisneros



Diagrams
Jessica Reed

 The landscape of physics diagrams and the landscape of 
corresponding concepts are nested, but they are not the same landscape. 
Diagrams manifest on paper and chalkboard; they exist also in memory 
and imagination. Their existence is brief. Perfect diagrams contain 
only the most essential marks—to add to a perfect physics diagram is 
to clutter it, to do violence to the diagram and also to the concept it 
embodies. To subtract from a perfect physics diagram is to render it 
meaningless, to unhitch it entirely from its concept. The language of 
physics diagrams is an optimized language, conveying exactly as much as 
it means, no more, and without confusion. Archimedes’ last words: Stand 
back from my diagrams!
 Diagrams are pre-verbal and pre-mathematical, and so one might 
suppose that the barrier of entry is low: one need only to see to absorb 
a diagram’s meaning. In the diagrammatic language of electrodynamic 
circuits, there are straight lines, interrupted by a series of jagged half 
triangles or thin loops, or by lines at right angles with spaces between 
them, or by curved lines, warped triangles. The vocabulary corresponds 
with these drawn units: resistors, inductors, capacitors, power supplies, 
and various gates. The syntax provides the rules of combination, and as 
in natural languages, seemingly infinite possible combinations exist—or 
rather, have the potential to exist.
 And in this rarified landscape where all shapes tend to approach 
points and where, in the limit, arrows are intentions from mind to world 
and back, a counter-landscape opens, a negative landscape, that consists 
of colors and textures without bound, a landscape that resists shapes 
and edges and thought itself, a refusal to represent. It is a landscape 
of absence whose presence insists itself in the immense white space 
between perfectly simplified diagrams. Neither sensation nor idea, this 
counter-landscape pervades problem space and denies every attempt to 
pin down the smallest unit of reality. Like duck-and-rabbit illusions, this 
counter-landscape is most evident when one concentrates ardently on a 
particular diagram. When a mind is most set on the supreme reduction 
of a system to its barest essentials: the intrusion of lavender smoke, the 
billowing of orange underwater inks, the creeping of spilled dye on a 
white sheet, staining the space the ideal diagram is meant to fill.
 And where a frictionless pulley of a simple diagram once held a 
system in place: tangles of cables—chargers, projectors, adapters, frayed 
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with exposed wires, some patched with electrical or even duct tape—the 
cables function to suspend a mass, roof to slide to loft, now with the gray 
dullness of the actual pulley from which the diagram was inspired.
 When a mind, instead, seeks out the chaos, invites the blurring of 
borders and welcomes madness, it finds its imagination populated with 
meanings, begging for characters to signify them. Here, what looks like a 
human form. There, a forest. A small city. A highway overpass. Entangled 
lovers. Then, movement: this one is now heartbroken, and those two 
are at war. Suddenly, the most overwhelming compulsion to organize. To 
define boundaries. To sort. To arrange. To draw. To name.
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Coconuts
John J. Trause 

       PISA
I

Tower tower tower tower tower tower tower
 tower tower tower tower tower tower tower 
  tower tower tower tower tower tower tower
   tower tower tower tower tower tower tower
    tower tower tower tower tower tower tower
     tower tower tower tower tower tower tower
      tower tower tower tower tower tower tower
       tower tower tower tower tower tower tower
        tower tower tower tower tower tower tower
         tower tower tower tower tower tower tower
          tower tower tower tower tower tower tower
           tower tower tower tower tower tower tower
            tower tower tower tower tower tower tower
             tower tower tower tower tower tower tower
              tower tower tower tower tower tower tower
               tower tower tower tower tower tower tower
                tower tower tower tower tower tower tower
                 tower tower tower tower tower tower tower
                  tower tower tower tower tower tower tower
cocco         tower tower tower tower tower tower tower
                    tower tower tower tower tower tower tower
                     tower tower tower tower tower tower tower
                      tower tower tower tower tower tower tower
                       tower tower tower tower tower tower tower
                        tower tower tower tower tower tower tower
                         tower tower tower tower tower tower tower
                          tower tower tower tower tower tower tower
                           tower tower tower tower tower tower tower
                            tower tower tower tower tower tower tower
                             tower tower tower tower tower tower tower
                              tower tower tower tower tower tower tower
                               tower tower tower tower tower tower tower
                                tower tower tower tower tower tower tower
                                 tower tower tower tower tower tower tower
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 THE enormous tragedy of the dream in the peasant’s bent
   shoulders…

Arnum autem, recedentes tertio a mari miliario, Pisae pontibus jungunt 
superbisque aedificiis ornant.  Eam urbem vetustam et gestarum rerum 
gloria claram ab Alpheis originem habuisse dicit Vergilius.  Et Plinius Pisas 
inter Auxerim et Arnum amnes a Pelope et Territanis, Graeca gente, ortas 
asserit.  Iustinus vero dicit Pisas in Liguribus Graecos auctores habere.  
Et Lucanus in primo: ‘hinc Tyrrhena vado frangentes aequora Pisae.’  
Livius XXI: ‘ea causa consuli fuit, cum Pisas navibus venisset,ad Padum 
festinandi.’
    Flavio Biondo, Italia Illustrata I. 2. 15

From the Tower of Pisa

  Galileo Galilei dropped

     coconuts
 
 to test the theory of

     falling
       masses.
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I n  t h e  M u d a  T o w e r  i n  P i s a
U g o l i n o  d e l l a  G h e r a r d e s c a
c r a c k e d  t h e  h e a d s  o f  h i s
s o n s  l i k e  c o c o n u t s  a n d  a t e
t h e i r  f l e s h  i n  h i s
f o r c e d  s t a r v a t i o n.

 The shade of Tantalus enters and exits…

In his cage at Pisa too, Ezra Pound, expounding, was 

                    cuckoo for coconuts
   cuckoo for coconuts

On the streets of Pisa peddlers proffer coconuts
 
   «cocco bello     cocco bello»

In the shade of the palms trees

   flanking the Arno river I cried out in madness.

There are no palm trees on the Arno, or no?        Arnaut, il miglior fabbro.

 coconut water

  coconut milk

   coconut silk

    blond (on) blond
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[under construction]

Proximoque torrenti in Arnum defluenti      On this side of the stream     
        flowing down into the Arno

 hinc Pons Sachi oppidulum,     is the little town of Ponsacco,

  inde est Balneum Aquarum,     and on the far side  
       Casciana Terme,

  in quibus solis calentibus a sulphure aquis     in whose  
   hot sulphurous waters alone,
  ranas gigni Plinius dicit     Pliny says, frogs grow.

----------
< I. 2. 39 >

----------
      blond (on) blond

 Italy, my Italy, my God, my Italy
 Tì abbraccio la terra santa. 



II

                     Torrone torrone torrone torrone torrone torrone torrone
                            torrone torrone torrone torrone torrone torrone torrone
                           torrone torrone torrone torrone torrone torrone torrone
                          torrone torrone torrone torrone torrone torrone torrone
                         torrone torrone torrone torrone torrone torrone torrone
                        torrone torrone torrone torrone torrone torrone torrone
                       torrone torrone torrone torrone torrone torrone torrone
                      torrone torrone torrone torrone torrone torrone torrone
                     torrone torrone torrone torrone torrone torrone torrone
                    torrone torrone torrone torrone torrone torrone torrone
                   torrone torrone torrone torrone torrone torrone torrone
                  torrone torrone torrone torrone torrone torrone torrone
                 torrone torrone torrone torrone torrone torrone torrone
                torrone torrone torrone torrone torrone torrone torrone
               torrone torrone torrone torrone torrone torrone torrone
              torrone torrone torrone torrone torrone torrone torrone
             torrone torrone torrone torrone torrone torrone torrone
            torrone torrone torrone torrone torrone torrone torrone      
           torrone torrone torrone torrone torrone torrone torrone
          torrone torrone torrone torrone torrone torrone torrone
         torrone torrone torrone torrone torrone torrone torrone      
        torrone torrone torrone torrone torrone torrone torrone
       torrone torrone torrone torrone torrone torrone torrone
      torrone torrone torrone torrone torrone torrone torrone      
     torrone torrone torrone torrone torrone torrone torrone
    torrone torrone torrone torrone torrone torrone torrone
   torrone torrone torrone torrone torrone torrone torrone      
  torrone torrone torrone torrone torrone torrone torrone              ↄ 
 torrone torrone torrone torrone torrone torrone torrone   ᴖ      ɕↄ ѻ  ᴗ  ᴒ
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NOTE: The epigraph has been translated “Three miles from the sea, 
Pisa spans the Arno with her bridges and embellishes it with fine 
buildings.  Vergil says that this ancient city with its famous history 
took its origin from the Alphaei.  Pliny tells us that Pisa was found-
ed between the Auser and the Arno by Pelops and the Territani, a 
Greek people, and Justin that Pisa in Liguria had Greek founders.  
And Lucan in Book I: ‘On this side, Pisa, interrupting the stretches 
of the Tyrrhenian sea with her shoal.’  Livy in Book XXI: ‘This was 
why the consul rushed on to the Po after he arrived with his ships 
at Pisa’.”  Biondo Flavio, Italy Illuminated, Vol. I, Books I-IV, edited 
and translated by Jeffrey A. White (Cambridge, Mass. : Harvard 
University Press, 2005), p. 55.
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in a garden
JB Mulligan 

a feast of fragmeants     what the flaesh can bring
mad gang of senses     staggerthrough     leanagainst
the walls of what     totterstop     intime’s doorway
tunneltime     whatthe     oh that again     or is’t
‘tsomething realer and larger burlybroad sweet
beyond us and importent     we find pieces of
volcanic stones     bits of shatter’d polished shells
this has to do     has to be enough     be an all
since hands can hold so little of a wind
since a life     among trees and branches atangle
must matter     as the greenslick stuff thickens
withdraws from slowloudening hammers
of the cold icummen in     since a leaf
must be leaved as its common treasure
loved and lived     since if all that flaesh
can touch     it can touch     flaesh must
have all     yet know it has so little of all
so a petal of the rose     can seem a rose
with a necklace of worm     and stickysweet
odor infatuating the nose    and color the eye
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Intake
Ashley Steineger

My atoms are furious grains of sand 
             on a Pacific island under my index finger. I’m a beach, 
   which means I started as a mountain, pounded into iridescent crystals, 
      smoothed
        by waves. 
                       Most of existing is water, treading water.
     Somewhere the world is always an island, I tell the hunched man 
         locked up beside me. 
            We take turns flattening our palms against the curved earth 
   and whirling it madly. I slide my eyes down the black sash of equator. 
              My atoms are runaways, explorers, that is to say, I don’t belong 
huddled in one body. I’m in my room studying subway maps for escape 
   routes 
     while train cars screech and burn             
            into distant stations, hurtle off again on fire. 
                 Somewhere the world is always blazing. Somewhere my atoms 
      aren’t contained in a globe on the day room table. 
Spinning ourselves silly is a birthright, the man cackles and has to be 
      sedated. 
                   My atoms fill snowflake gaps. My atoms are the eyes 
of a rhinoceros beetle as it crawls 
                 along the arm of an island boy gathering water. 
                     Most of existing is time’s heavy breathing. I stroll the empty 
     halls and look 
in every room where clumps of atoms toss in their sleep. 
        Somewhere I’m any place but here. 
                                  My atoms kneel inside my body, waiting.
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The Compassion Test
Ashley Steineger

A man falls in a hole
the sidewalk 
hunches concrete 
shoulders and the man
(I know him from 
Starbucks the gym) 
glares at his iPhone 
swipes right left
down he plops 
into a dimple 
of depressed earth 
I learned in crisis 
interventionist training 
that should I stand 
on the hole’s bloody
lip scream out
My god (or whoever
I see as ruler 
of luck) I’m so sorry
that’s the second place
ribbon Sympathy
instead if the man 
falls in the same hole 
and I jump soles 
first through cracked 
shards bent pipes 
stand shoulder-shoulder
with the grimy 
figure whisper 
in the dark It’s dark 
let’s hold hands 
that’s the gold 
ribbon Empathy
I learned at the asylum 
standing in holes
is an addiction
the climbing out 

much easier
when you master 
the hole on your own
all the people who told 
me this have closets 
of second place 
ribbons
so the story goes 
a man and I huddle 
hand clutching hand
inside a deep scar 
and anytime it gets 
cold we hum
you aren’t alone 
wrap each other
in the earth
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Just Add Water
Andriana Minou

-He’s dreaming now, and what do you think he’s dreaming about? Why, 
about YOU! And if he left off dreaming about you, where do you suppose 
you’d be? You’d go out — bang! — just like a candle! (...) You won’t make 
yourself a bit realer by crying, there’s nothing to cry about.
-If I wasn’t real, I shouldn’t be able to cry.
-I hope you don’t think those are real tears?
  Lewis Carroll, Through the Looking Glass, Chapter 4
 
 I dreamt that I had dreamt of what I would be dreaming. When 
I opened my eyes, Lewis Carroll was asleep next to me, on the green 
fainting couch. A set of china was set on the tea table. The tea was 
getting cold in the teapot. The teacups had obviously been used, lipstick 
stains highlighting the tiny cracks on the brims. With my fingertip, I 
picked up one lemon cake crumb from each saucer. The pink roses 
decorating the porcelain were still buds when I opened my eyes, on the 
green fainting couch, right next to Lewis Carroll. My eyes are stinging; 
two tear marshes had been sprouting on my eyeballs. Lemon cake on the 
tongue, salt in the eyes; remnants are always a certainty, even when it 
comes to tearful tea parties. 
 Sometimes, when I’m awake, images of myself getting ready 
to do various strange things appear in my head. They seem like photos 
taken from a stranger’s retro photo-album, bought in some vintage shop 
clearance. I, biting the brim of a very thin glass; I, dragging my belly on a 
long and sharp piece of darkness; I, struggling to walk through the green 
corridor; I, laying motionless on the sidewalk; I, preparing to put on a 
white coat in the midst of a swamp; I, picking lemon cake crumbs with 
my fingertip; I, rubbing my eyes, the dried up tear marshes stinging; I, 
scraping off the salt meticulously, collecting it in my palm, sprinkling it 
in a pot of boiling water; I, uncovering the teapot, finding a tuft of baby 
hair at the bottom; I, preparing hot beverages with the remains, boiling 
the salt from my dried up tears, drinking, weeping, collecting the tear salt 
yet again and everything must begin once more, repeating in a loop of 
nostalgic paralysis. 
 Lewis Carroll will open his eyes and will have two tiny parasols 
instead of eyebrows. That’s why his eyes are always moist and sleepy. The 
sun never touches them and when Lewis Carroll looks at something dry, 
it moistens and the world around him seems to be floating within a wet 
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dream. He will have the gaze of a tired baby, born through the mouth of a 
ravenous monster, a baby that had to use his tender hands to open a jaw 
of sharp teeth in order to get out into this world, wrapped in the saliva of 
the famished beast, and then dropped on a fluffy blanket. Not a scratch. 
No trace of monster on his skin. Perhaps it was the thump of the falling 
baby that woke me up, but then again, who knows how long I have been 
waking up for. This is no laughing matter, it may take years.
 Lewis Carroll will be looking at me while I’ll be waking up, the 
way he was looking at me while I was dreaming that I had dreamt of what 
I would be dreaming. He will want me to take him with me in my dream, 
where we are sleeping next to each other on the fainting couch, amongst 
the memorabilia of a tearful tea party. And I know this is not possible. But 
he insists on wanting it. That’s why he will wear a top hat, he will turn the 
edges of his melancholy lips upwards, he will fix them there, and then he 
will cut the lemon cake and serve the beverage of tears and baby tufts. 
There will be soft music, pipes and flutes of sugarcane. And Lewis Carroll 
will start looking for something in his lapel pocket, something protruding 
like an obscene miniature. He will find a red lipstick, he will apply it on 
my lips, check if it’s straight, and then he will put it back in his pocket, 
looking satisfied. Then he will peer at me, he will squeeze my lips with his 
fingertips until they turn into a tiny red heart and he will turn the edges 
of his lips downwards again until his mouth resembles a thread whose 
ends are hanging straight to the centre of the earth and I let my eyes 
follow them, I follow them lower and lower, my gaze falling fast, down, 
down, down, lower and deeper, a cracked thin glass, a bloodstained 
sharp piece of darkness, two footprints on a green corridor, a chalk 
outline on the sidewalk, a muddy white coat, withered porcelain rose-
petals, lemon cake crumbs stuck on a fingertip, my finger on my mouth 
and the lipstick stains highlighting the tiny cracks on the brim of a teacup, 
remnants, traces, my traces, a green fainting couch, a Lewis Carroll and I, 
two figures posing opposite each other on a playing card in the hand of 
someone who dreamt that he had dreamt that he would be dreaming of 
us. 
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Alice Keeps Hitting Return
Kyle Hemmings 

the sum of alice’s life: a series of hit & runs with strangers who may have 
been one-night lovers. she even returns to say “i’m sorry.” but there 
is never anything there but the moving shadows of electric cars in the 
morning, so economical on forgetting.  alice keeps falling down a well in 
her sleep.  lovers keep leaving, disappearing without warning.  rising from 
the core of her sleep, alice hears voices like birds released from closets, 
crazy-winged with vengeance.  after years of tracking strangers whom she 
might have hit & ran from, she learns that one stranger had died from 
natural causes.  but she believes it’s  from the concealed wounds that 
spread internally & tangentially, the ones she had caused accidently but 
chance too is an intention , a wanting so thoroughly denied.

doktor, doktor! another needle!
the world won’t wake up
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Misplaced
Alessandra Salisbury

where is home who am I home is here but it’s not

IWANTTOMOVETOTHEDESERT
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Red rock rock heart heart wonky wonky place 
Would the desert be home

 
without explan
             ation at least a sensi
         ble one my heart fe
                              els uneven 
        whathaveIdone

I chose the
path thought it was ri ght followed this

heart
now it’s failing

why 
if I go to the des

          ert I shall well
(hide)                                 no people no dou
 dt inspecting the bride I was so scared
to feel thisway
to dare to panic 
and hate the 
place
the desert
   can be t
  he salvation I
          seek b
      ut what if I
           fall in the
            crater
       Wolfe creek
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DREAMTIMEDREAM – where is home
Act 1 Scene 1

the stage in penumbra backdrop a deserted place reddish brownish dry
a crater is seen at the centre of the stage where she is yelling out from

she isthisajokeorwhat hey cananyonehearmeplease anyone
she whycantanyonesaveme I dontwannadieinthisfuckinghole HELP

the chorus of Aborigines actors enters the stage they choreographically
dreams  position

peoples  themselves

and ate      SHE around

a huge crater  the crater, and
 
 inside      they tell a  

  that lived  dreamtime story
about a nasty red serpent

she whatisthisfor whoareyoupeople I donthaveanymoreroomforfear

the chorus sings and dances
a welcoming home celebration called the birth ceremony she slowly 

climbs her way up and out of the crater

she Ishallthankyou yousparedmefrommyowndeath chorus no need for 
apologies you did it yourself she  
chorus home is here is here is home
she Idontbelonginhere
chorus you must find the feeling connect to this place hear what the land 
is telling you embrace differences look for other colours rather than the 
only one your eyes see look further look deep open your heart and go
she where hereorthere QUESTION MARK
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Head Full of Bees
Maya White-Lurie

On a wheelchair ride to the sonogram room down the hall,
I hold my drained saline bag aloft, humming
There she is, Miss America. There she is, your ideal.
I wave to the crowd, plastic bouquet up and out.

A surly nurse distributes paper towels, a blot
And back to the curtained room, I rest my elbows on my knees
Reading the bag like a shampoo bottle by the toilet.

At home, I break my drawstring pants and can’t find a safety pin,
Everything in the closet is too big or too small. I change size
When I’m not looking or when I focus too closely on my earlobe’s curve.

My neighbor revs a weed whacker indoors,
Sawing a willing assistant in half before a full length mirror,
A glittered double reflection with a Vaseline smile
Uses a paper clip to pick kernels from between two teeth.

Our desks are covered in metro receipts. We keep them
To study extended projection and to safely package our promises
(A fiberglass audience by the thousand, spare change tomorrow)
To the foot bridge blink singer, banging a broom handle to keep time.
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Cockelier
David Welper

Hello  
 all
fine 
      in San Mateo.  on wednesday.  so far so good, just reading 

and trying not to fall.    treated me well, 

took me in the campus café.  sushi, fresh-fire pizza.   yes 
the salad bar free everyday.  bagels on wed.  oh 
and 
happy hour fridays.  yes and wine.  it’s pretty, it’s insane.  
never got bigger treatment from the east coast.  pretty insane.
 
ordered my new kind of 
Wierd online 
          researching breeders for weeks now.  not that 
many breeds mix.  one in Oklahoma asking questions.  

so believe it 
and/or not 
only one out of four got really even.   yikes.

I think it was meant to be mind you.  behind you.  asking for a male the night 
before you…  

Have a picture fit right into hand.

He said he’s dog-sitting a 45 pound mess. a german-haired 
something or other.  and now she’s entertaining herself.  a tennis ball can go on 
for hours.  apparently.  
oh. 

and
remember asking about the long story short?  other than that, 
no negatives.  not sure exactly what a long time means.   it’ll suit my 
purpose. 
and my senses.  
just find hope.   deliver it 
on a tues.
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How to Dismantle Reminiscence
David Welper

(after “Ten Ways to Take an Airplane Apart,” by Noah Eli Gordon)

You are now a man
Take a piece of transportation
and slam it down angrily

Right now
the car is broken down.  I’m
broke down

Flip the steaming hood 
Tinker and pretend you know
what you’re doing

Make some calls to an insurance 
company
 and wait

Be a boy
on the shoulder 
taking apart robots
in a room 
filled with hands that pass you
your first cigarette

Tear pages from your journey
Ball them up
Throw them into the traffic of men

Stop while you’re ahead
Blow smoke from cigarette after
cigarette
Let the boy in you
peek out and love him
and move on 
Say see you later
 and wait some more

Take the pressure off
Count the minutes it takes for the steam 
to fade

Cry on my shoulder
if the whole damn thing 
     explodes
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The Closet
H.J. VandeRiet

I.
Where do we begin
to transcend,
or descend
into a madness,
a realization of childish, false pretenses--
A skirt cannot hide
a penis,
a pair of slacks
support a vagina,
but cannot stop
its misogyny, misandry
it is binary,
established within the morals
set in line
hundreds of years ago
By men--
Who fucked-
Their slaves at night,
while wives
stayed sleeping.
Where do we end
in transformation,
the reformation
of a culture
that puts dolls in little girls hands,
and says boys are heroes who shouldn’t wear pink--
Pink is part of
a spectrum,
a reflection of light
illuminating all color,
it is gendered, heteronormative
it is binary,
confused within closet walls,
hiding in lies
told from our birth
To death--
A release--
Of what we can be,
if only
we believe.
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II
What is a closet but a dark place
where things are hidden?
If you close a closet door does
what’s inside it still exist?
Can you really shut it away
or does it wait,
an earworm tucks into the
brain playing with heaviness over,
And over.
And over.
Haunting.
Watch from between the cracks
see her move
the soft line of her beautiful jaw,
her hair up today--
Seek her eyes against
Eyes--
Wonder,
wonder what
her lips
taste like,
What her hands
feel like entwined
Between fingers
Between,
hair strands
Between, between
Me
and my closet.
The door remains;
the questions
un-answered, un-pursued
dark and hidden
I
remain. 
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Ass
Gale Acuff

I love God, I guess, it’s kind of the law
to love Him, at Sunday School anyway,
ditto Jesus and the Holy Ghost and
me, I’m supposed to love ‘em all the time
but the other six days of the week I
forget so that by Sunday morning I
remember, with a vengeance, so to speak,
the Crucifix and the Beatitudes
and the Ten Commandments and the parting
of the Red Sea and Daniel’s lions’ den
and Jesus healing the sick and blind and
deaf and Lazarus and the woman at 
the well and that wacky Revelation to
John and Saul becoming Paul when God knocked
him off his horse or was it an ass or
knocked Paul on his ass, ha ha, who says
God doesn’t have a sense of humor and
Pharaoh saying I won’t let your people
go to Moses, and the golden calf and
Fetch me the head of John the Baptist on
a plate but don’t quote me quite like that and
Barabbas! Barabbas! and Absalom
Absalom! and O Jerusalem, you
have sinned a great sin and that’s a heap
to remember and I seem to forget
once every seven days, go when God rests,
I’m busy as Hell kind of taking His
place, not that I’m being God but He’s on
my mind that day, I feel guilty at least,
like I pray I am on His the other
six or six-and-a-half. I’m ten years old
but when I grow up I want to be the man
who mows the lawn at church, his machine
cuts grass like Jesus walking on water
but without the storm. But it’s still righteous.
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To Word the Ways Dusk Stunned Fire
Kristiane Weeks-Rogers 

Broken shells make sand beneath us, pull wave hips
whooshing alongside, sticking us together, pushes
from the shore like dress flowers finding frost—
A distant rumble as clouds
bubble across horizon, muffled sighs against
a pinking sunset over continental edge.

Up in the sky, chariot points to the one fissure
not filling with stars as night consumes.
I see two shooting stars. You see none.
There’s nothing empty in all that penetrating velvet
blue-black, when you gaze long enough:
emptiness comforts world’s absence, stiff breezes.

There’s still haze, each other’s sweat, humid breaths.
No lightning yet, we watch far-off shrimp boats blink red and cream.
The shore’s distant lighthouse looms, stands higher than everyone,
alone on the peninsula, head forever whirs, searches.

During some starfall, we go to a cigar-smoking shack
shrouded in palmetto plants and enough brush dusk
to create coolness in subtropicked weathers
where you recall empty vocals of a dream from last night,
“Estamos dentro con la puerta del balcón abierta, 
el sol se está derramando adentro,
Toco la guitarra y te veo en una silla en el sol 
como un lagarto en una piedra.”

-Inspired by the erasing of Joe Bolton’s poem “Elegy at Summer’s End”
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